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The Last Two Constantinian Altar Issues
from London and Their Placement,
Together with Several New Types For The
Series
Adrian Marsden
In the September 2010 issue of this journal, Lee Toone published
an excellent relisting of the later Constantinian issues from the
London mint1. This will no doubt remain the standard reference
for such coins for many years. However, from a study of the coins
of this period, there seem to be good reasons for, if not
rearranging the order of the last two issues of the Altar type, both
with BEAT TRANQLITAS reverse legends, then at least
reconsidering the evidence relating to where they should be
placed. These have traditionally been placed with the issue
carrying F/B//PLON marks preceding that with the plainer -///PLON mark. This article will seek to argue that this order should
be open to some debate2.
Many aspects of the London Altar coinage are a little odd. The
most obvious is the comparative lack of recognition given to
Constantine I himself. A cursory study of the percentage of coins
struck in his name compared to those struck in the names of his
two sons, Crispus and Constantine II, shows an almost incredible
disparity. At Trier, Constantine I’s Altar issues far outweigh the
combined totals issued for both of his sons. Was the London mint
in Britain, the province from which Constantine I had embarked
on his imperial ambitions, under orders to promote especially the
cause of the emperor’s sons?
Various other features are unusual. Some of these, such as the
occasional use of the abbreviation ‘AG’ for Augustus rather than
the usual ‘AVG’ are perhaps best explained by phonetics (Figure 1)
but others suggest a certain lack of connection to the
mainstream. The switch from the BEATA TRANQVILLITAS
legend to the shortened BEAT TRANQLITAS is unique to London
whilst the peculiar misunderstanding of representing cuirassed
busts as opposed to trabeate ones seems to be another feature.
Usually, for example, in the case of Constantine I, what should
surely have been trabeate busts holding an eagle-tipped sceptre
are clearly rendered as wearing a cuirass (Figure 2). Even where it
seems a proper trabea was intended, the result is confused and
unconvincing (Figure 3). The appearance of trabeate busts at
Lyons and Trier is perfectly standard (Figure 4) with none of the
confusion that seems to have been present at London.
The reverse legend in use at London immediately before the
introduction of the earlier issues was the longer BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS. The ordering of these earlier issues, with the /-//PLON mark preceding that with a P/A//PLON signature, is
almost certainly correct. As Toone notes, the placement of the
P/A//PLON mark before -/-//PLON is a cataloguing error.
The pattern for both of the early BEATA TRANQVILLITAS
issues is similar, with Crispus being represented in the great
majority of cases by helmeted and cuirassed busts facing left
(Figure 5) or, more rarely, right (Figure 6), and Constantine II by
radiate, left-facing busts (Figure 7). Constantine I is barely
represented in the second issue; in the first he is invariably
depicted laureate and holding an eagle-tipped sceptre (Figure 8).
The F/B//PLON issue mirrors the earlier issues with full BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS legends in that the vast majority of Constantine
II’s coins carry left-facing radiate busts (Figure 9). A few helmeted
and cuirassed busts, also facing left, may reflect the beginning of
the use of this obverse type for the younger Caesar (Figure 10) or,
as discussed below, they may not. The great majority of coins of
Crispus show him laureate with spear pointing forward and a
shield on the shoulder (Figure 11). A few show him with a
cuirassed and helmeted portrait (Figure 12). Constantine I’s
issues, which are rather uncommon, show him either laureate
and holding an eagle-tipped sceptre (Figure 13) or cuirassed and
wearing a helmet.

The -/-//PLON issue with abbreviated BEAT TRANQLITAS
legend is dominated by an enormous number of coins with
cuirassed and helmeted left-facing busts in the names of the two
Caesars (Figures 14-15) and, for Crispus, a significant number
bearing laureate and cuirassed busts with a shield on the shoulder
and a spear pointing forward (Figure 16). A few coins of
Constantine II depict him left-facing and radiate but these are
very much in the minority (Figure 17). Constantine I is
represented mainly by laureate busts holding an eagle-tipped
sceptre with a significant number of helmeted and cuirassed
portraits (Figure 18).
There seem to be difficulties which are not easy to resolve in
setting out the correct order of these last two issues. On the one
hand, the way in which Crispus’ helmeted portraits, like those
used in the two earlier issues, are dominant in the -/-//PLON issue
and not at all so in the F/B//PLON issue (where they are generally
replaced by the laureate bust carrying shield and spear), suggests
that the latter issue is later. On the other hand, the eruption of the
helmeted and cuirassed bust for Constantine II in the -/-//PLON
issue, where it appears to sweep away what may be supposed to
have been the earlier radiate busts, implies that this is the later
mark. The relative increase in the use of cuirassed and helmeted
busts for Constantine I is a feature of both issues and cannot be
used as evidence one way or the other.
It seems likely that the busts with shield and spear denote a
superior rank to the plainer helmeted busts. It must be significant
that these armed types were never employed for Constantine II in
this period but were the domain of Crispus alone. Crispus, after
all, was the eldest of Constantine’s sons and the senior Caesar.
The adoption by Crispus of fully martial portraits and the change
from radiate portraits to helmeted ones for Constantine II would
be fully logical were another Caesar to have been created who
might then have been assumed to adopt the radiate portrait types
formerly used for Constantine II. Indeed, Constantius II,
Constantine’s second son by Fausta, was created Caesar in 324,
very soon after the Altar type coinage ended. The promotion of
Crispus and Constantine II implied by the change of bust types in
order that Constantius might fill the gap at the bottom of the
imperial ladder so to speak would have been perfectly logical in
this situation. The change could thus be seen as a way of
preparing the ground for Constantius II’s insertion into the
coinage, the elevation of whom did not, as things turned out,
happen until after the close of the series.
However, as we have seen, this situation is not fully borne out
by the evidence. Were Constantine II’s cuirassed portraits
prevalent in the F/B//PLON issue then they would neatly fit the
way in which Crispus’ portraits had changed. However, they do
not. It is in the -/-//PLON issue where the Constantine II helmeted
and cuirassed portraits are so overwhelming. This would suggest
that this issue is the later one; otherwise the case would have to be
that Constantine II’s portraits changed from radiate to helmeted
and then (in the main) reverted back to radiate bust types in the
F/B//PLON group.
How can these conflicting pieces of evidence be reconciled?
Interestingly, Bruun, in a footnote to Roman Imperial Coinage
volume VII, suggests that the use of a cuirassed bust for
Constantine II at London may have been ‘due to instructions
misunderstood3’ since the feature hardly appears at the other
Western mints producing the Beata coinage. This might appear to
represent special pleading but at Trier, the only mint issuing the
Altar coinage that is in any way comparable to London, Lyons
being a more conservative mint without many of the more
complex busts in use at Trier and London, the situation is
illuminating.
At Trier, Constantine II was usually represented in a left-facing,
armoured portrait holding a victoriola (Figure 19) whilst shield
and spear-carrying portraits were reserved for Crispus (Figure
20). These comprise what might be termed the standard bust
types for the two Caesars for that mint. Trier, where the imperial
court was so often present in this period, might be considered to
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represent the standard form of portraiture. Why was London so
different?
Returning to the types in use at London, it is probably
instructive to consider the question from the opposite viewpoint,
that is to look for occasions when the same bust type was in
common use for all three emperors. As we have seen, there was
usually a clear differentiation in the portraits used; a period when
there was not may offer something of interest.
Indeed, the only time that cuirassed and helmeted busts
occurred in significant numbers for all three imperial figures was
during the -/-//PLON issue. The type is dominant for the two
Caesars and the number of examples for Constantine I is nearly as
great in number as those with laureate busts holding an eagletipped sceptre. This relative synchronicity is interesting. Is the
widespread use of this particular bust type for all three members
of the imperial college significant?
Or, to rephrase the question, was this an anomaly (as Bruun
suggests), a result of confusion at the London mint, or something
intentional? This is not an easy question to answer. However,
when all three emperors were shown clad in the same way with
little variation, questions should be asked. Was this simply a
question of a particularly disorganised period at the London mint
when, without clear instructions or capable management, dieengravers stuck in the main to a relatively innocuous depiction of
cuirassed and helmeted portraits for all male members of the
imperial family? That would certainly fit this author’s argument.
Or was there some other reason, some particular purpose in
depicting all three emperors in helmet and cuirass at some point
in this short period?
Again, this is a difficult question since information is so slight
on the possible reasons for such sychronicity. However,
anticipation of the coming clash with Licinius may have
furnished a reason for the depiction of all three men in armour.
The commonality of their dress would also imply a commonality
of purpose, a sense of imperial unity. The featuring of all three
imperial figures, Augustus and Caesars, accoutred for war, would
have powerfully conveyed this unity. Alternatively, we might not
be looking at a reference to forthcoming conflict with Licinius but
one to a now-forgotten problem in Britain. Ultimately, this
clustering of helmeted and cuirassed portraits in the -/-//PLON
issue must remain a mystery for the time being although
speculations of military activity providing a reason offer an
attractive possibility.
However, returning to the question of the placement of the last
two marks, there are some other points that it is relevant to
mention; although they offer what might be termed
circumstantial evidence for the placing of the -/-//PLON mark
before the F/B//PLON signature they are still important in any
consideration of the order of these issues.
Usually it was the case that plainer mint marks came first and
additional symbols were added to differentiate later marks. This
appears to have been the case with the -/-//PLON and P/A//PLON
marks of the BEATA TRANQVILLITAS issues and it would be
perfectly consistent if it were so with the two later marks, -///PLON coming before F/B//PLON, especially given the
shortening of reverse legend that would have marked out the two
later issues as being different in any event.
The BEAT TRANQLITAS issues with punctuating pellets in the
reverse legend are also worthy of mention. Toone, after briefly
discussing this feature, adds that ‘these variations are probably
worth further investigation’. The use of pellets in this context is
probably best interpreted as a way of marking abbreviations. This
would presumably have been done if a longer legend had been
changed to a shorter one but it was plainly not standard practice
throughout the last two issues.
Pellets were used to break up legends in the first BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS issue (Figure 8) but not on the second. Here
they may have been used at the start of the type to point out
legend breaks. The fact that they do not survive into the
P/A//PLON series is, the author would contest, yet further
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evidence (although none is needed in this case) that this issue is
the later one. Interestingly, these legend breaks are occasionally
found on coins of the first issue of Trier (Figure 21).
In the last two issues, examples with pellets in the reverse
legend only occur on examples of the -/-//PLON mark where they
are relatively numerous (Figure 22). To the author’s knowledge
none have been noted on the large F/B//PLON issue4. This could
suggest that the addition of pellets was a short-lived feature that
occurs on the earliest dies produced after the transition from long
to short reverse legends. If this is the case then it would place the
-/-//PLON mark earliest in date.
The helmet that Crispus wears on the first two Altar issues
with longer reverse legends is invariably plain, that on the later
issues invariably decorated5. This difference is a marked one
although it seems to have escaped the notice of earlier
commentators. There are, however, a tiny number of very rare
examples from the second -/-//PLON issue with shortened reverse
legends that have no decoration. These presumably represent a
hangover of the plain helmets used in the BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS period and their absence in the F/B//PLON
issue again implies that this series is later than the -/-//PLON
issue.
One coin of Crispus with a -/-//PLON mark interestingly
combines both a pelleted reverse legend with a plain helmet and
these features would seem to place it at the start of the issues with
shortened legends (Figure 23). Of course, if this is the case, then
the plain PLON mark must come before the mark with the F B field
letters. The treatment of the cuirass on this specimen, viewed
from a strange, very frontal, angle is also rather unusual. A
similar, very frontally viewed, cuirassed portrait, again of Crispus
with an undecorated helmet, occurs on a coin in the British
Museum; no others have been noted6. This has a P/A//PLON
mintmark; if the P/A//PLON issue was replaced by the second -///PLON issue then the period around this changeover could have
been the time when these two coins were struck.
Given the fact that this discussion has been concerned with the
chronology of particular issues and that two sets of field marks
define two of those issues, some discussion of the meaning of
the letters comprising these two field marks is probably desirable.
The second set of letters, F and B, most probably stand for
Felix (Fortunate) and Beata (Blessed), common epithets of Rome
which also occur as issue letters in the exergue of coins struck at
Rome during the Gloria Exercitus two standard issue and the
associated city commemorative series of 330-3357. There are
other possibilities but none that are so persuasive. Of course,
given this interpretation, the Beata meaning would echo the
Beata of the reverse legend itself.
The letters P and A are less easy. The author has previously
speculated on the meaning of field letters on Carausius’ radiate
issues of the late 280s8; following those arguments, a formula
such as Pax Augustorum, Pietas Augustorum or Providentia
Augustorum might be appropriate. If they are connected more
closely to the later F B letters then a solution based on adjectives
that might apply to Rome might be more apt. Here there are other
possibilities. Although no known coin types from this period
explicitly refer to Rome as Perpetua, the adjective is applied in
other ways as, for example, to the Virtus of emperors, to the
emperors themselves, or the Felicitas of the empire9. Aeterna, an
epithet applied to the city of Rome for many years, could easily
offer an answer to the use of the letter A in this context. If these
speculations are correct (which is impossible to say) then the first
issue carrying field marks with BEATA TRANQVILLITAS legends
names Rome as Perpetua and Aeterna whilst the second, with the
BEAT TRANQLITAS inscription, names her Felix and Beata.
The question of the order of these two marks must for the
moment remain unresolved. It is to be hoped that a hoard
terminating at an appropriate date will appear to answer
conclusively this question. In the meantime, there are arguments
in favour of placing the BEAT TRANQLITAS issue with the plainer
-/-//PLON mark earlier than that with the F/B//PLON mark but
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Figure 1: BEAT TRANQLITAS, F/B//PLON,
issue of Constantine I with
CONSTANTINVS AG obverse legend.
Toone 330, RIC VII, 246 (London).
Weight 1.82g.

Figure 2: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -/-//PLON,
issue of Constantine I with cuirassed
portrait holding eagle-tipped sceptre.
Toone 359, RIC VII, 271 (London).
Weight 2.99g.

Figure 3: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -/-//PLON,
issue of Constantine I with a
misunderstood trabeate portrait holding
eagle-tipped sceptre. Toone 360, RIC VII,
272 (London). Weight 2.89g.

Figure 4: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS, -///STR, issue of Constantine I with a
trabeate portrait holding eagle-tipped
sceptre. RIC VII, 343 (Trier).
Weight 3.15g.

Figure 5: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS,
P/A//PLON, issue of Crispus with
helmeted and cuirassed bust left. Toone
309, RIC VII, 211 (London).
Weight 3.36g.

Figure 6: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS, -///PLON, issue of Crispus with helmeted
and cuirassed bust right. Toone 281, RIC
VII, 229 (London). Weight 3.54g.

Figure 7: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS, -///PLON, issue of Constantine II with leftfacing radiate bust. Toone 289, RIC VII,
236 (London). Weight 3.97g.

Figure 8: BEATATRANQVILLITAS, -///PLON, issue of Constantine I with a
laureate portrait holding an eagle-tipped
sceptre. Toone 274, RIC VII, 224
(London). Weight 2.94g.

Figure 9: BEAT TRANQLITAS, F/B//PLON,
issue of Constantine II with a radiate, leftfacing portrait. Toone 340, RIC VII,
255var. (London). Weight 2.71g.

Figure 10: BEAT TRANQLITAS,
F/B//PLON, issue of Constantine II with a
cuirassed and helmeted, left-facing
portrait. Toone 346, RIC VII, 259
(London). Weight 2.57g.

Figure 11: BEAT TRANQLITAS,
F/B//PLON, issue of Crispus with a
laureate and cuirassed bust left with a
spear pointing forward and shield on
shoulder. Toone 335, RIC VII, 250
(London). Weight 2.55g.

Figure 12: BEAT TRANQLITAS,
F/B//PLON, issue of Crispus with
cuirassed and helmeted bust left. Toone
332, RIC VII, 247 (London).
Weight 3.28g.

Figure 13: BEAT TRANQLITAS,
F/B//PLON, issue of Constantine I with a
laureate portrait left holding an eagletipped sceptre. Toone 327, RIC VII, 243
(London). Weight 2.52g.

Figure 14: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -/-//PLON, Figure 15: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -/-//PLON,
issue of Constantine II with a cuirassed
issue of Crispus with cuirassed and
and helmeted, left-facing portrait. Toone
helmeted bust left. Toone 364, RIC VII,
380, RIC VII, 287 (London).
275 (London). Weight 3.33g.
Weight 3.22g.
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Figure 16: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -/-//PLON,
issue of Crispus with a laureate and
cuirassed bust left with a spear pointing
forward and shield on shoulder. Toone
369, RIC VII, 279 (London).
Weight 3.21g.

Figure 17: BEATTRANQLITAS, -///PLON, issue of Constantine II with a
radiate, left-facing portrait. Toone 376,
RIC VII, 284 (London). Weight 2.78g.

Figure 18: BEATTRANQLITAS, -///PLON, issue of Constantine I with
helmeted and cuirassed bust left. Toone
352, RIC VII, 264 (London).
Weight 2.42g.

Figure 19: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS,
STR[crescent], issue of Constantine II
with a cuirassed and laureate bust left,
holding a victoriola. RIC VII, 410 (Trier).
Weight 3.03g.

Figure 20: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS,
STR, issue of Crispus with a laureate
and cuirassed portrait left with a shield on
the left shoulder and a spear over the
right. RIC VII, 372 (Trier). Weight 2.63g.

Figure 21: BEATATRANQVILLITAS, PTR,
issue of Constantine I with a pellet
marking a legend break. RIC VII, 303
(Trier). Weight 2.96g.

Figure 22: BEATTRANQLITAS, -///PLON issue of Crispus with pellets
marking abbreviations. Toone 364, RIC
VII, 275 (London). Weight 2.87g.

Figure 23: BEATTRANQLITAS, -///PLON issue of Crispus with both
unadorned helmet and pellets marking
abbreviations. Toone 364, RIC VII, 275
(London). Weight 3.22g.

Figure 24: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS,
P/A//PLON issue of Crispus with
helmeted, draped bust left, shield on left
shoulder and spear over right shoulder.
Private collection. Weight 2.70g.

Figure 25: BEATA TRANQVILLITAS,
P/A//PLON issue of Crispus with
helmeted, draped bust left, shield on left
shoulder. Sold on ebay 2011.
Weight 2.21g.

Figure 26: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -///PLON issue of Crispus. As Toone 369
but with obverse legend of CRISPVS NOB
CAES. Sold on vcoins 2011. Weight 2.95g.

Figure 27: BEAT TRANQLITAS, -///PLON issue of Crispus with helmeted
and draped bust left, shield on left
shoulder and spear over right shoulder.
Sold by M. Vosper 2011. Weight 3.60g.

Figure 28: BEAT TRANQLITAS issue with
a -/-//PLON mintmark, previously
catalogued as having a BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS reverse. Toone 357
(previously 276). Weight 3.17g.
© Trustees of the British Museum

Figure 29: Irregular BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS issue of Constantine II.
Toone 291. Weight 1.8g. © Trustees of
the British Museum

Figure 30: Irregular BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS issue of Constantine II
copying a Trier mint signature. Private
collection. Weight 2.25g.
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there are other arguments which would appear at first sight to
militate against this idea. However, this author would contend
that the majority of evidence, in particular what seems to be a
hangover of Crispus coins with undecorated helmets into the -///PLON issue, a stylistic feature that is difficult to explain in any
other circumstances, together with the use of pellets to break up
the reverse legend in the same issue, suggests that the ordering of
the last two Altar types of London should be changed.
Finally, during the compilation of this article, a few additional
examples of the London altar series have come to light together
with an example from the Langtoft hoard that has been wrongly
identified and an example in the British Museum’s collection that
has been accepted as regular but is not. Although they do not
offer any illumination in the matter of the ordering of issues, it
seems pertinent to list them here at the end of this paper. All of
the additional examples are of Crispus; two are of the P/A//PLON
issue, the other two of the second -/-//PLON series with
abbreviated reverse legends.
CRISPUS
Obverse: CRISPVS_NOB_ILC (or V_S or I_L), Helmeted
(undecorated), draped bust left, with shield on left shoulder and
spear over right shoulder.
Reverse: BEATA_TRA_NQVILLITAS, Altar with VOT/IS/XX,
mintmark P/A//PLON. Toone 312 var, RIC VII, 214 var. (draped
and not cuirassed bust) .
Five examples known: one in a private collection (Figure 24,
2.70g), one sold by M. Vosper in 2011 (weight not recorded), one
on Wildwinds (weight not recorded), one in Lee Toone’s collection
(weight not recorded) and another in the British Museum (B.197,
2.79g)
CRISPUS
Obverse: CRISPVS_NOBILC, Helmeted (undecorated) and draped
bust left with shield on left shoulder.
Reverse: BEATA_TRA_NQVILLITAS, Altar with VOT/IS/XX,
mintmark P/A//PLON. Toone 307 var, RIC VII, 209 var. (draped
and not draped and cuirassed bust, with addition of shield to
shoulder).
Two examples known: one sold on ebay in 2007 (weight
unrecorded), the second sold on ebay in 2011 (Figure 25, weight
2.21g).
CRISPUS
Obverse: CRISPVS_NOBCAES, Laureate and cuirassed bust left,
shield on left shoulder, spear pointing forward.
Reverse: BEAT_TRA_NQLITAS, Altar with VOT/IS/XX, mintmark
-/-//PLON. Toone 369 var, RIC VII, 279 var. (different obverse
legend).
One example known: sold on vcoins in 2011 (Figure 26, weight
2.95g).
CRISPUS
Obverse: CRISPVS_NOBILC (or V_S), Helmeted (decorated),
draped bust left, with shield on left shoulder and spear over right
shoulder.
Reverse: BEAT_TRA_NQLITAS, Altar with VOT/IS/XX, mintmark
-/-//PLON. Toone 371, RIC VII, 280 var. (draped and not
cuirassed bust)11 .
Three examples known: one sold by M. Vosper in 2011 (Figure
27, 3.60g), another on Wildwinds (weight not recorded), the
third in the British Museum (B.213, 2.72g).
Two other examples listed in the Toone corpus require
correction. A coin listed as a BEATA TRANQVILLITAS issue with
-/-//PLON mintmark from the Langtoft hoard with a

CONSTANTINVS AG legend and a helmeted and cuirassed bust
left in fact carries a BEAT TRANQLITAS legend; this misreading
has been accepted by Toone (Figure 28). Since it is the only
example listed in his corpus coins with this combination must at
the moment remain only a possibility12.
It should also be noted that the example of Constantine II listed
by Toone (Toone 291, BM 1975, 1008.4) in the British Museum
with a portrait holding a horse is irregular (Figure 29). The
overall style is rather odd with a schematic composition on the
shield that Constantine carries and a reverse altar that does not
look like a London product (but does resemble the altars on Trier
coins). Furthermore, the lettering has heavily seriffed ‘L’s and a
clumsy mintmark whilst the altar has a VO/TIS/XX inscription
rather than the usual VOT/IS/XX13. Its low weight is another
indicator of its origin. This is an irregular hybrid combining a
copy of a Trier obverse with a copy of a London reverse or, more
accurately, a Trier reverse with the application of a London
mintmark. Unless a regular issue should appear, it must be
concluded that busts with horse head adjuncts are confined to the
Trier mint. This is not the first irregular issue of this type known;
another exists in a private collection with a (copied) Trier mint
signature (Figure 30).
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Footnotes:
1. L. Toone, ‘The London Mint AD 319-325 – A Preliminary Listing’,
Numismatic Circular 2010, 174-82.
2. The order where F/B//PLON precedes -/-//PLON is followed by Toone
and by Bruun, P. M. Roman Imperial Coinage VII (Spink, London, 1966),
112-5. Kent, J. P. C. in ‘The Pattern of bronze coinage under
Constantine I’, Numismatic Chronicle 1957, 38, seems to place the -///PLON mark first although no reason is given for this. It may be merely
a result of the very abbreviated form the listing takes.
3. Roman Imperial Coinage VII, 38, note 3.
4. For example, see R. J. Brewer, ‘The Cae Bardd, Guilsfield, Clwyd, Hoard’,
in Burnett, A. M. and Bland, R. F. Eds. Coin Hoards from Roman Britain
VII (British Museum, 1987), 66-69.
5. Contrastingly, Constantine I’s helmet is always decorated, perhaps
indicative of some sort of differentiation in rank.
6. BM 1920,0907.183. Wrongly listed on the website as Roman Imperial
Coinage VII, 110, no. 209 (helmeted, draped and cuirassed) and not no.
211 (helmeted and cuirassed).
7. Roman Imperial Coinage VII, 336, nos. 327ff.
8. A.B. Marsden, ‘A New Coin Linking Carausius’ RSR Mint to London’,
Numismatic Circular 2011, 4-7.
9. Roman Imperial Coinage VII, 245, no.114.
10. It is interesting that all London examples of the helmeted bust with
shield on the left shoulder and spear over the right shoulder that the
author has so far come across (including the right-facing type listed as
Toone 370 which is represented by two specimens in the British
Museum) are draped or at least draped and cuirassed. It seems probable
that most, if not all, H2 and H2 (left) types for the London Altar series
are in fact draped (or draped and cuirassed) and not simply cuirassed.
11. The same comments made in the previous footnote apply equally to this
issue.
12. Thus Toone 276 should be deleted; the coin is Toone 357 (a relatively
common issue). The British Museum has the coin in a tray together
with BEATA TRANQVILLITAS issues; Toone has mistakenly (and
understandably) followed this error.
13. At Trier the lettering break on the altars changes from VOT/IS/XX to
VO/TIS/XX during the first issue and remains VO/TIS/XX (like this coin)
thereafter. At London the break was always (with the exception of one
coin from the second -/-//PLON issue in the British Museum: H. Knott
1925, 119. 87) VOT/IS/XX. See Roman Imperial Coinage VII, 191, no.
316
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